Abstract: Ultrafast atmospheric-pressure plasma jet (APPJ) processed Pt-decorated reduced graphene oxides (rGOs) were used as counter-electrodes in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs). Pastes containing rGO, ethyl cellulose, terpineol, and chloroplatinic acid were screen-printed and sintered by nitrogen dc-pulse APPJs. Pt nanodots were uniformly distributed on the rGO flakes. When using Pt-decorated rGOs as the counter electrodes of DSSCs, the efficiency of the DSSC first increased and then decreased as the APPJ processing time increased. Nitrogen APPJs can effectively remove organic binders and can reduce chloroplatinic acid to Pt, thereby improving the efficiency of DSSCs. However, over-calcination by APPJ can damage the graphenes and degrade the DSSCs. The addition of Pt mainly improves the fill factor, which thereby increases the efficiency of DSSCs. The optimized APPJ processing time was merely 9 s owing to the vigorous interaction among the rGOs, chloroplatinic acid and nitrogen APPJs.
Introduction
Atmospheric-pressure plasma (APP) is operated at atmospheric pressure without using vacuum pumps and chambers that are costly and require routine maintenance. Recent developments have overcome problems such as high breakdown voltage, continuous arcing, and instability, making APP a promising tool for industrial applications [1, 2] . Some typical types of APPs include dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), corona discharge, atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs), and microplasmas. Various plasma excitation techniques can produce APPs with different gas temperatures and charge densities; the synergetic effects of a highly energetic plasma species and temperature can achieve versatile functions in material processing [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Carbon-based nanostructure materials such as one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and two-dimensional graphenes have attracted much research attention owing to their unique physical and chemical properties [12] . Graphene is a planar honeycomb-like lattice with exceptionally high electron mobility [13] . Atomic doping and surface group attachment can be used to efficiently tailor the properties of graphenes to produce various types of graphene-based derivatives [14] [15] [16] . Pt-decorated Figure 1 shows a schematic of the APPJ apparatus. A quartz tube was installed downstream of the APPJ to prevent the air-quenching effect. The plasma influencing region can therefore be increased. The nitrogen APPJ was operated under a 50 slm nitrogen flow, a 275 V operation voltage, and a 7/33 µs ON/OFF duty cycle. The applied voltage was then raised to >10 kV with a transformer. The distance between the APPJ nozzle exit and the sample stage was 2 cm, and the gap between the quartz tube and the sample stage was 1 mm. More details have been described elsewhere [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 24] . The substrate temperature was measured using a K-type thermocouple and recorded with a computer. Figure 2 shows the substrate temperature evolutions under APPJ operation for 5, 9, and 14 s. After the APPJ was ignited, the temperature rapidly increased to 510 • C and gradually became steady. The temperature rapidly decreased after the APPJ was turned off. 
Assembly of DSSCs
For fabricating the TiO2 photoanode, TiO2 pastes were screen-printed on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates. The printed area is 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm. After printing two consecutive layers, the sample was baked at 100 °C for 10 min. This printing process was repeated three times. The sample was then calcined at 510 °C for 10 min. The TiO2 photoanodes was immersed in a solution containing N719 dye for 24 h. The N719 concentration is 0.3 mM, with acetonitrile and tert-butyl alcohol mixed in 1:1 volume ratio.
Regarding the fabrication of the graphene/Pt counter electrode, APPJ was used to sinter the printed graphene/Pt pastes for 5, 9, and 14 s. The printed area was 1 cm × 1 cm.
The DSSC was assembled by sandwiching the TiO2 photoanode and the graphene/Pt counter electrode with a 25 m thick spacer. A commercial liquid electrolyte (E-Solar EL 100, Everlight Chemical Industrial Co., Taipei, Taiwan) consisting of I2, LiI, guanidinium thiocyanate (GuNCS), and acetonitrile was then injected into the assembled cells to complete the fabrication the DSSC.
Characterization of DSSCs and Materials
The DSSC was characterized using a solar simulator (Oriel Sol3A) equipped with an electrometer (Keithley 2400, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, AL, USA). The simulated light intensity is 100 mW/cm 2 . The surface morphology was inspected using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Nova NanoSEM 230, FEI, part of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, AL, USA). The water contact angle was measured using a goniometer (Ｍodel 100SB, Sindatek Instruments Co., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan). Plasma emission spectra was recorded using a spectrometer (USB4000, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA). 
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For fabricating the TiO 2 photoanode, TiO 2 pastes were screen-printed on fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates. The printed area is 0.5 cm × 0.5 cm. After printing two consecutive layers, the sample was baked at 100 • C for 10 min. This printing process was repeated three times. The sample was then calcined at 510 • C for 10 min. The TiO 2 photoanodes was immersed in a solution containing N719 dye for 24 h. The N719 concentration is 0.3 mM, with acetonitrile and tert-butyl alcohol mixed in 1:1 volume ratio.
The DSSC was assembled by sandwiching the TiO 2 photoanode and the graphene/Pt counter electrode with a 25 µm thick spacer. A commercial liquid electrolyte (E-Solar EL 100, Everlight Chemical Industrial Co., Taipei, Taiwan) consisting of I 2 , LiI, guanidinium thiocyanate (GuNCS), and acetonitrile was then injected into the assembled cells to complete the fabrication the DSSC.
Characterization of DSSCs and Materials
The DSSC was characterized using a solar simulator (Oriel Sol3A) equipped with an electrometer (Keithley 2400, Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, AL, USA). The simulated light intensity is 100 mW/cm 2 . The surface morphology was inspected using a scanning electron microscope (SEM, Nova NanoSEM 230, FEI, part of Thermo Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, AL, USA). The water contact angle was measured using a goniometer (Model 100SB, Sindatek Instruments Co., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan). Plasma emission spectra was recorded using a spectrometer (USB4000, Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL, USA). Figure 3 shows the representative emission spectrum evolution for the APPJ-sintering of the sample with an added 100 µL H 2 PtCl 6 solution. The emissions at around 359, 388, 418, and 453 nm are attributed to the CN (CN violet system) violet system (B 2 Σ→X 2 Σ). This indicates a vigorous reaction between the nitrogen reactive species in the plasmas and the carbon-based materials. The CN emissions increased rapidly after the APPJ was ignited. Further increasing the APPJ sintering time reduced the intensity of CN emissions (some remained because the N 2 2nd positive emissions, partly overlapped with the CN emissions) owing to the decreasing amount of carbon-based materials (rGO, organic binders, and the organic solvent). The other remaining emissions were attributed to the persistent N 2 1st positive emissions at wavelengths longer than 530 nm. Figure 3 shows the representative emission spectrum evolution for the APPJ-sintering of the sample with an added 100 L H2PtCl6 solution. The emissions at around 359, 388, 418, and 453 nm are attributed to the CN (CN violet system) violet system (B 2 →X 2 ). This indicates a vigorous reaction between the nitrogen reactive species in the plasmas and the carbon-based materials. The CN emissions increased rapidly after the APPJ was ignited. Further increasing the APPJ sintering time reduced the intensity of CN emissions (some remained because the N2 2nd positive emissions, partly overlapped with the CN emissions) owing to the decreasing amount of carbon-based materials (rGO, organic binders, and the organic solvent). The other remaining emissions were attributed to the persistent N2 1st positive emissions at wavelengths longer than 530 nm. Figure 4c shows the magnified image indicated by the red square in Figure 4b . It can be clearly observed that some Pt dots are attached to the rGO flakes. The distribution of the Pt dots is pretty uniform and well-separated. No apparent agglomeration is observed. The energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) in Figure 4d clearly indicates the presence of Pt on our samples. This suggests that our APPJ-sintering process can efficiently produce Pt-decorated rGOs. Figure 5 shows the water contact angles of samples (with a 100 L H2PtCl6 solution added) sintered by APPJ various times. Without APPJ sintering, the contact angle was as high as 142°; as the APPJ sintering time increased, the contact angle decreased. In our previous studies regarding APPJ-processed rGOs [24] and graphite felts [9] , APPJ processing introduced surface groups containing C-O and C=O bonds on the surfaces of the carbon-based materials, leading to a decrease in the water contact angles [3] . This agrees with the present study. The formation of Pt nanoparticles on the rGO flakes may also enhance the wettability. The improved wettability facilitates the contact of the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter electrodes; this also results in improved DSSC performance, as explained below. Figure 4c shows the magnified image indicated by the red square in Figure 4b . It can be clearly observed that some Pt dots are attached to the rGO flakes. The distribution of the Pt dots is pretty uniform and well-separated. No apparent agglomeration is observed. The energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) in Figure 4d clearly indicates the presence of Pt on our samples. This suggests that our APPJ-sintering process can efficiently produce Pt-decorated rGOs. Figure 5 shows the water contact angles of samples (with a 100 µL H 2 PtCl 6 solution added) sintered by APPJ various times. Without APPJ sintering, the contact angle was as high as 142 • ; as the APPJ sintering time increased, the contact angle decreased. In our previous studies regarding APPJ-processed rGOs [24] and graphite felts [9] , APPJ processing introduced surface groups containing C-O and C=O bonds on the surfaces of the carbon-based materials, leading to a decrease in the water contact angles [3] . This agrees with the present study. The formation of Pt nanoparticles on the rGO flakes may also enhance the wettability. The improved wettability facilitates the contact of the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter electrodes; this also results in improved DSSC performance, as explained below. Figure 3 shows the representative emission spectrum evolution for the APPJ-sintering of the sample with an added 100 L H2PtCl6 solution. The emissions at around 359, 388, 418, and 453 nm are attributed to the CN (CN violet system) violet system (B 2 →X 2 ). This indicates a vigorous reaction between the nitrogen reactive species in the plasmas and the carbon-based materials. The CN emissions increased rapidly after the APPJ was ignited. Further increasing the APPJ sintering time reduced the intensity of CN emissions (some remained because the N2 2nd positive emissions, partly overlapped with the CN emissions) owing to the decreasing amount of carbon-based materials (rGO, organic binders, and the organic solvent). The other remaining emissions were attributed to the persistent N2 1st positive emissions at wavelengths longer than 530 nm. Figure 4 shows SEM images of 9 s APPJ-sintered bare rGOs (Figure 4a ) and Pt-decorated rGOs (Figure 4b ). After APPJ sintering, the rGOs become flake-like with some sharp edges. Figure 4c shows the magnified image indicated by the red square in Figure 4b . It can be clearly observed that some Pt dots are attached to the rGO flakes. The distribution of the Pt dots is pretty uniform and well-separated. No apparent agglomeration is observed. The energy dispersive spectrum (EDS) in Figure 4d clearly indicates the presence of Pt on our samples. This suggests that our APPJ-sintering process can efficiently produce Pt-decorated rGOs. Figure 5 shows the water contact angles of samples (with a 100 L H2PtCl6 solution added) sintered by APPJ various times. Without APPJ sintering, the contact angle was as high as 142°; as the APPJ sintering time increased, the contact angle decreased. In our previous studies regarding APPJ-processed rGOs [24] and graphite felts [9] , APPJ processing introduced surface groups containing C-O and C=O bonds on the surfaces of the carbon-based materials, leading to a decrease in the water contact angles [3] . This agrees with the present study. The formation of Pt nanoparticles on the rGO flakes may also enhance the wettability. The improved wettability facilitates the contact of the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter electrodes; this also results in improved DSSC performance, as explained below. Figure 6 shows the representative IV (current density-voltage) curves. Figure 6a shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated using pastes with a 100 L H2PtCl6 solution under various APPJ sintering times. It can be clearly observed that the DSSC performance is extremely poor without APPJ sintering owing to the presence of non-conducting organic binders (ethyl celluloses and terpineol) in the pastes. APPJ sintering can remove these binders and improve the contact between the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter-electrodes, resulting in better DSSC performance. The improved wettability of the APPJ-sintered rGO/Pt counter-electrodes also facilitates contact between the electrolyte and the counter electrodes, thereby improving the cell performance. Furthermore, APPJ calcination reduced the chloroplatinic acid into Pt nanodots to enhance the catalytic effect; this also improved DSSC performance. Figure 6b shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated with pastes containing various volumes of H2PtCl6 solutions (APPJ sintering time = 9 s). The addition of Pt into the counter electrode can improve the fill factor (FF), thereby increasing cell efficiency.
Results

DSSC parameters such as efficiency (EFF), fill factor (FF), short circuit current density (Jsc), and open circuit voltage (Voc) can be determined from the IV curves. Figure 7 shows a plot of these parameters against the APPJ treatment time. Without APPJ sintering, the cell performance was extremely poor. In all cases (compared under fixed H2PtCl6 volume), APPJ sintering improved the cell performance. The cell efficiency increased and then decreased as the APPJ sintering time increased. The best cell efficiency was achieved with 9 s APPJ sintering. As the amount of added H2PtCl6 solution increased, the cell performance improved, suggesting that Pt still exhibits a better catalytic effect. Regarding the addition of Pt into the counter-electrodes, the major improvement was in FF. The cell efficiency mostly improved owing to the improvement in FF. For 9 s APPJ sintering, Figure 6 shows the representative IV (current density-voltage) curves. Figure 6a shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated using pastes with a 100 L H2PtCl6 solution under various APPJ sintering times. It can be clearly observed that the DSSC performance is extremely poor without APPJ sintering owing to the presence of non-conducting organic binders (ethyl celluloses and terpineol) in the pastes. APPJ sintering can remove these binders and improve the contact between the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter-electrodes, resulting in better DSSC performance. The improved wettability of the APPJ-sintered rGO/Pt counter-electrodes also facilitates contact between the electrolyte and the counter electrodes, thereby improving the cell performance. Furthermore, APPJ calcination reduced the chloroplatinic acid into Pt nanodots to enhance the catalytic effect; this also improved DSSC performance. Figure 6b shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated with pastes containing various volumes of H2PtCl6 solutions (APPJ sintering time = 9 s). The addition of Pt into the counter electrode can improve the fill factor (FF), thereby increasing cell efficiency.
DSSC parameters such as efficiency (EFF), fill factor (FF), short circuit current density (Jsc), and open circuit voltage (Voc) can be determined from the IV curves. Figure 7 shows a plot of these parameters against the APPJ treatment time. Without APPJ sintering, the cell performance was extremely poor. In all cases (compared under fixed H2PtCl6 volume), APPJ sintering improved the cell performance. The cell efficiency increased and then decreased as the APPJ sintering time increased. The best cell efficiency was achieved with 9 s APPJ sintering. As the amount of added H2PtCl6 solution increased, the cell performance improved, suggesting that Pt still exhibits a better catalytic effect. Regarding the addition of Pt into the counter-electrodes, the major improvement was in FF. The cell efficiency mostly improved owing to the improvement in FF. For 9 s APPJ sintering, Figure 5 . Water contact angles of samples (100 µL H 2 PtCl 6 solution added) sintered by APPJ for various times. Figure 6 shows the representative IV (current density-voltage) curves. Figure 6a shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated using pastes with a 100 µL H 2 PtCl 6 solution under various APPJ sintering times. It can be clearly observed that the DSSC performance is extremely poor without APPJ sintering owing to the presence of non-conducting organic binders (ethyl celluloses and terpineol) in the pastes. APPJ sintering can remove these binders and improve the contact between the electrolyte and the rGO/Pt counter-electrodes, resulting in better DSSC performance. The improved wettability of the APPJ-sintered rGO/Pt counter-electrodes also facilitates contact between the electrolyte and the counter electrodes, thereby improving the cell performance. Furthermore, APPJ calcination reduced the chloroplatinic acid into Pt nanodots to enhance the catalytic effect; this also improved DSSC performance. Figure 6b shows the IV curves of DSSCs fabricated with pastes containing various volumes of H 2 PtCl 6 solutions (APPJ sintering time = 9 s). The addition of Pt into the counter electrode can improve the fill factor (FF), thereby increasing cell efficiency.
DSSC parameters such as efficiency (EFF), fill factor (FF), short circuit current density (J sc ), and open circuit voltage (V oc ) can be determined from the IV curves. Tabulated DSSC parameters extracted from IV curves were shown in Table 1 . Figure 7 shows a plot of these parameters against the APPJ treatment time. Without APPJ sintering, the cell performance was extremely poor. In all cases (compared under fixed H 2 PtCl 6 volume), APPJ sintering improved the cell performance. The cell efficiency increased and then decreased as the APPJ sintering time increased. The best cell efficiency was achieved with 9 s APPJ sintering. As the amount of added H 2 PtCl 6 solution increased, the cell performance improved, suggesting that Pt still exhibits a better catalytic effect. Regarding the addition of Pt into the counter-electrodes, the major improvement was in FF. The cell efficiency mostly improved owing to the improvement in FF. For 9 s APPJ sintering, the largest FF was achieved. Without any addition of Pt, there was a dramatic change in FF as the APPJ sintering time increased from 9 to 14 s. By contrast, with Pt, FF was maintained at a similar level as APPJ sintering time increased from 9 to 14 s. This is because Pt can sustain longer calcination via APPJ, whereas rGOs are largely removed when the APPJ sintering time is too long, leading to a decrease in FF and cell efficiency. The plot of V oc versus the APPJ treatment time shows that the APPJ sintering time has only a slight effect on V oc . V oc increased slightly with the APPJ sintering time. In DSSC, V oc is mainly determined by the quasi-Fermi level of the TiO 2 and the redox potential of the electrolyte. This was not significantly altered by APPJ sintering. Therefore, V oc remains at a similar level as APPJ sintering time increases. The APPJ sintering time also influenced J sc slightly; J sc increased and then decreased as the APPJ sintering time increased, reaching a maximum APPJ sintering time of 9 s. Organic binders, ethyl cellulose and terpineol, may potentially obstruct the carrier transport. After APPJ sintering, the binders were removed to improve the contact between rGOs, thereby facilitating the carrier transport and increasing J sc . Over-calcination via APPJ, however, damages rGOs to reduce the catalytic effect and efficient carrier transport, leading to a decrease in J sc .
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Conclusions
We successfully used a nitrogen dc-pulse APPJ to fabricate Pt-decorated rGOs that were used as the counter-electrodes in DSSCs. APPJ processing enhances the wettability, thereby improving the contact between the electrolyte and the counter electrode; this in turn increases the cell efficiency. APPJ processing also results in the formation of Pt nanodots and the removal of ethyl cellulose and terpineol; the former improves the catalytic effect, the latter improves the contact between the conducting rGO flakes, and both improve the DSSC performance. The DSSC efficiency increases and then decreases as the APPJ processing time increases; the optimal APPJ processing time is 9 s. The addition of Pt in the counter electrodes of DSSCs mainly improves the FF, in turn improving the DSSC performance.
